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1. FOREWORD OF THE DIRECTOR 

Dear freshmen! 

 You wisely chose one of the oldest agricultural institutions in Ukraine. 
Founded in 1828, it made a significant contribution to national education, science, 
trained a whole galaxy of prominent specialists, managers, scientists. Almost two 
centuries there were variations in forms of economic, political relations, change of 
country political status, and our college is also confident about the future, actively 
participates in the positive transformation of society, the restructuring of the 
agricultural sector and many people are happy with our success, unique traditions 
and cutting-edge innovations and future priorities development! 

 Thousands and thousands of college graduates are carrying the working 
torch of generations, reinforce credibility, increase the glory and recognition of the 
institution not only in Ukraine, but also abroad. 

 We have no doubt that you will actively continue these traditions, become 
active and full participants in the innovation process, worthy citizens of your 
country. College will become for you second native habitation, provide 
opportunities for all its advanced technology training and education, surround you 
with attention and care, will provide a real ticket to the future independent life. 

We believe that you will bring new wealth, give yourselves to the homeland, 
Ukrainian people. 

We congratulate you and wish great creative success and achievements in the 
achievement of knowledge! 

 

 
With gratitude and respect for your choice, 
College Director, Candidate of Economic Sciences, 
Honored Worker of Education of Ukraine    V.M.Sochenko 
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2. SEPARATED SUBDIVISION NULESU «CRIMEAN AGROINDUSTRIAL 
COLLEGE»: HISTORY OF FOUNDATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

 Separated subdivision of the National University of Life and Environmental Sciences of 
Ukraine «Crimean Agroindustrial College» dates back to 1828 and was established as Magarach 
State College of viticulture and winemaking. The dynamics of the institution can be represented 
schematically as follows: 

Magarach State College of viticulture and winemaking (1828). 
Nikita College of Horticulture, Viticulture and Winemaking (1868). 
Crimean College of southern special cultures (1924). 
Yalta College of southern cultures (1930). 
Yalta agricultural college (1945). 
State Farm-College of Horticulture Experimental Station (1964). 
Order of the Red Banner of Labor, State Farm College of Crimean Experimental Station 

of Horticulture (1978). 
Crimean Order of the Red Banner of Laboragricultural college (1993). 
Order of the Red Banner of Laboragricultural college of Crimean State 

Agrotechnological University (2002). 
Separated subdivision of National Agrarian University «Crimean Agroindustrial College» 

(2005). 
Separated subdivision of the National University of Life and Environmental Sciences of 

Ukraine «Crimean Agroindustrial College» (2008). 
 Our long history can be divided into 3 periods: 
  I Nikita – 102 years ( 1828-1930),  
  II Yalta – 34 years (1930-1964), 
  III modern – 49 years (1964-2013). 
You should agree that it is a very respectful age. 
The founder of the institution is a doctor of biology and medicine Christian 

Christianovych Steven. It was in 1812, in the north of Russia was a war with the French, but here 
in the south of the blessed Tauris, near Yalta, this amazing man started to create State botanical 
garden, which was green treasure of the country, and later became a research institution of global 
importance. 

Wise Steven realized that without specialists his child could not become what he thought 
of it. For the preparation of the staff at Nikitsky garden in 1828 a special school was created, and 
the first students - 12 Soldiers' Orphans from foster of Voronezh, boys of 11-13 years old –were 
brought to Crimea by the non-commissioned officer to be examined for gardeners and winers. 
By order of the Minister of Internal Affairs, they received meager rations. But it's better than 
being hungry. 

Initially, students did only practical work, but over time, scientists have developed an 
educational program. Teenagers began to study the Law of God, four actions of Math, Grammar 
and correct spelling of grapes kinds. Orders were strict: fines, cutting, cooler. Naturally, there 
were escaping from school, refugees were returned, punished and forced to continue their 
studies. Studentswere not silent, they complained about the tyranny of the authorities. The 
museum has preserved interesting photographs - certificate of one of the following complaints: 
future gardeners complain to the minister. After all, they were held in the position of everyday 
workers! Five months they performed excavation work, and they never were led to the bath. 

It is unlikely that the authorities responded to these complaints adequately. At  the 
museum photographs of 1906 May Day demonstration is displayed, which took Nikita college 
students with masters and workers wine basements of Yalta and Ai-Danil. Young people 
gathered in a quiet corner of a quiet Massandra park, but the gendarmes tried to disperse them. 
Then the demonstrators sat down in the boat and went straight into the sea for the rally of 
solidarity with all who toil and trouble. 
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Despite the strict regime, and perhaps because of it, the level of training was high 
enough. So 20 years after the founding school of viticulture and winemaking emerged the need 
of another institution like this, - Nikita school of gardening. 20 years later they joined. To 
improve the knowledge and skills of the best graduates, the new school opened the higher 
courses. For training and residential buildings5 estates were given and new branches were 
opened: tobacco, citrus and ornamental horticulture. A few years later, in 1924, Nikita school 
moved to Yalta, in the school building on Gogol Str., 8 (now it’s school-gymnasium number 12). 
Institution got a new status and began to be called Southern Technical School of special cultures. 

In 1928 the most talented and most active students have completed the entire course in 
one year. This course was called "zero". Graduates were taken to create the first collective farms, 
and after the war these professionals were the main agriculturists of collective and state farms 
throughout southern coast. 

With the beginning of Great Patriotic War peaceful college life ended. On October 8, 
1941 the order to evacuate to Alma-Ata came. Students and teachers went to the front. However, 
on April 16, 1944, two days after the release of Yalta, college resumed. There was nothing! Only 
one horse was given, and the students drove firewood and tilled the soil on it. "In order to ensure 
the college, school building and dormitory with fuel for winter ... everyone who learns and 
technical staff are required to prepare and submit to the road 0.5 cubic meters of firewood. 

When returning to college everyone who worked at the timber, must deliver their own 
bunch of small (windfall) firewood and pass it to the college warehouse"- we can read in the 
book of orders for the Yalta College of Southern special cultures. 

In 1956 the possibility to open Accounting Department appeared and it was a 
considerable achievement for the hard postwar period. 

In 1964 Technical School was moved to the base of Crimean Experiment Station in the 
village Malenke. Students moved from the southern coast to the steppe, into the unfinished 
academic building and dormitory. Instead of training according to the program students had 
finishedornamentation of the buildings themselves and the school year at the new location began 
on October 1. 

During this period, the Ukraine addressed the issue of the use of new forms of 
agricultural educational institutions –state farms colleges. For the first time in the USSR, they 
were founded in Moldova in 1960-61. Agricultural colleges which had a weak industrial base, 
combined with large farms. Typically, advanced, cost-solid state farms which were located near 
universities were selected. In August 1964 the Council of Ministers of Ukraine adopted the 
Resolution "On organization of state farms-colleges." This decision coincided with the move to 
the village Malenkefrom Yalta. Thus, on the basis of the Yalta agricultural college and 
experimental farm of Crimean Experimental Station of Horticulture (CESH) the State farm 
College of Crimean Experimental Station of Horticulture was established located in the village 
Malenke. 

Institution was properly to be called "Experimental Station College" because it was 
higher than normal state farms-colleges. Horticulture Research Farm station, which was an 
association was cost-effective, with high crop farming and the use of new technologies of 
cultivation of perennial plants. Annual production of fruits amounted to 10-12 thousand tons. 

In 1972, construction ofeducational building number 2was completed, the team went to 
practice in one shift and, of course, increased opportunity for educational and extracurricular 
work. 

In order to improve education, housing and cultural conditions of students major 
reconstruction of dining was conducted, later additional dining rooms were adjusted, buffet with 
a total of 250 seats - that was enough! House of Culture with the auditorium for 600 people was 
commissioned, it had rooms for classes of amateur clubs, training, Hall of mechanization with 
boxes for tractors and cars. Construction of homes for faculty and staff was continued. 
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The real treat for students and staff, especially for athletes, was the completion of the 
stadium and equipped gymnasium with size of 36x18 meters - then it was the largest in the 
Simferopol region. 

From educational building number 1 library with a reading room, a sports hall and 
machine hall weremoved, and there were History Museum, International Friendship Club, 
lecture hall opened in the empty rooms. It was very appropriate, as preparations began for the 
150th anniversary of the institution, which was held in October 1978. With significant advances 
in the preparation of highly qualified agricultural specialists, contribution to horticulture and in 
connection with the 150th anniversary of the founding by the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet 
of the USSR № 8126-IX of 15.09. 1978 State Farm-College was awarded the Order of Red 
Banner of Labor. 

Over the years much has been done to create educational and material resources, and 
most importantly unique educational campus area began to take shape looks which has always 
been clean and comfortable (students themselves always took care of it and do it now). College 
was approved as an object of display to foreign delegations. 

A characteristic feature of the staff of an educational institution is that it never relied on 
chance, and sought to have the advance, which provides the dynamics of development and the 
ability to project a promising future. 

Having reached a certain level, the team concluded that they increased scope of college 
and could develop further. It was time to change the status of the institution. Expert Committee 
of the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine and the Ministry of Agriculture and Food of 
Ukraine after studyingeducational facilities, teaching quality and level of training, came to the 
conclusion about the possibility of becoming it a college. This was the basis for a panel of the 
Ministry of Science and Education of Ukraine Decree of 23.06.1993, protocol № 13/2 "On 
approval of the interdisciplinary expert commission" on the establishment of a college of the 
Crimean State Agricultural College – higher educational institution of II accreditation level. 
Thus, according to the Decree of the Ministry of Agriculture and Food of Ukraine № 265/165 of 
27.09.1993 "On the change of status of state farm-college of Crimean Experimental Station of 
Horticulture" the first state college with the right of training for EQL “Bachelor” appeared in the 
Crimea. This event was a celebration for the team, but also it added responsibility and concern: 
we must comply with the new status! There was a need for closer ties with universities of III-IV 
accreditation levels. Just at this time the Ministry of agriculture of Ukraine adopted a Regulation 
on ESIC - educational, scientific and industrial complexes. After approval of the Crimean 
Agricultural Institute, the administration and its director Prof. M. Melnikov a joint working 
group to prepare the Charter of ESIC was established. First, it includes: 

- Crimean State Agricultural institute;  
- Crimean Order of Red Banner of Labor state agricultural college; 
- Crimean Experimental Station of Horticulture; 
- Training and Research Farm of the Crimean Agricultural Institute. 

Ministry of Agrarian Policy of Ukraine issued an order for the number 198 of 16.07. 2002 
about establishment of a complex and approved its Statute. Then ESIC adopted other educational 
institutions and research institutions, such as Nikita Botanical Garden, Research Institute for 
Wine and Viticulture "Magarach". 

College and university had always had the broad and productive relationships. However, 
the creation of ESIC summed the cooperation under the legal framework and expanded its 
capabilities so that this fact was reflected in the Charter. 

Within ESIC in 1994 College sent to the University the best graduates to continue their 
education. They were accepted without entrance examinations for the second and third courses, 
which reduced the period of their training and give substantial savings of public funds. The 
practice itself was quite justified - academic groups of college graduates with short term studies 
were formed in the university. 
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According to the Order of the rector of National Agrotechnological unіversity from 
05.01.2005 № 4 «Crimean Agroindustrial College» joined the structure of National 
Agrotechnological unіversity. 

To enhance learning, research and innovation activities of the National Agrarian 
University, to meet the needs of agricultural, environmental and other sectors of the economy, 
and taking into the account the need to adapt these activities with international organizations, 
research universities, the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine from October 30, 2008 № 945 
renamed National Agrotechnological University into the National University of Life and 
Environmental Sciences of Ukraine (NULES of Ukraine). 

According to the rector’s order from 21.11.2008, № 759 "On measures to implement the 
Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine from 30.10.2008 № 945" college was renamed 
in Separated subdivision of the National University of Life and Environmental Sciences of 
Ukraine «Crimean agricultural college». 

College staff confidently looksinto the future! However, faculties and departments 
NULESU, Southern Affiliate NULESU «Crimean Agrotechnological University» productive 
work is continued to improve the quality of education through the introduction in the educational 
process of innovative techniques, the study of regional labor markets and strengthening ties with 
the underlying businesses. Integration with major universities improved research and search 
work, which became an integral part of the educational process. Collection research areas, 
educational gardens, vineyards and fields not only provide high quality products grown on site, 
but also make it possible to research. 

All this taken together, and the active work of the Department of Accounting and Audit, 
Plant Protection department, prospect of socio-humanitarian and natural-scientific training, the 
increasing population of bachelors, qualitative growth of teachers is compelling evidence of 
creation soon such institution as a university! 
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3. CONTACTS 
 

Ukraine, 95517, post unit Malenke, Simfeopol region, Autonomous Republic of Crimea 
Е-mail: aic-crimea@mail.ru 

Helpdesk 
Helpdesk of the Separated subdivision NULESU «Crimean Agricultural  and Industrial College» 

(0652) 325-549 
Admission Committee: (0652) 325-617 

  

How to find us 
Get the electric train from Simferopol to “Platform 1450 km” or bus number 105 from v.GRES 

to v. Malenke 

 

 

 

 

CR IMEA N  
AG RICU L TU RA L A ND 

INDUS T RI A L CO L LEGE  

mailto:aic-crimea@mail.ru
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Rector 
Melnychuk Dmytro Oleksiyovych 

 
Rector of the National University of Life and Environmental Sciences of Ukraine, Hero of 
Ukraine, Doctor of Biological Sciences, Professor, academician of National Academy of 
Sciences of Ukraine and NAAS of Ukraine, laureate of the State Prize of Ukraine, Honored 
Worker of Science of Ukraine, winner of the Vernadsky Prize, Professor Emeritus of the 
University of Iowa (USA), Honorary Doctor of the Berlin University. Humboldt Foundation 
(Germany) and Ghent (Belgium) University, Russian State Agrarian University - Moscow 
Agricultural Academy named after K.A. Timiryazev, Astrakhan Technical University (Russia), 
Professor Emeritus of Warsaw and Lublin (Poland), Kazakh Agrarian University and visiting 
professor at Tokyo University of Agriculture (Japan), Honorary President of the Global 
Consortium of Higher Education and Research for Agriculture, member of the Higher Council of 
the General UN FAO Director, Honorary Senator of the Senate of Louisiana (USA), member of 
the Presidium of the State Committee of the State Prize of Ukraine in Science and Technology. 
He has state awards: medal "For Labour Valour", complete gentleman of the Order "For Merit" 
Order of Lomonosov (Russia), French Order "For Merit", Order of the State and the Gold Star of 
Hero of Ukraine. 
Теl.: (044)257-51-75, 527-82-42 
Е-mail: rectorat@nauu.kiev.ua 

  
 

 
First prorector 
Lysenko Vitaliy Pylypovych 
Candidate of Technical Sciences, Professor 
Теl.: (044)527-80-46, 527-81-36 
Е-mail: lysenko@nauu.kiev.ua 
  

mailto:rectorat@nauu.kiev.ua
mailto:lysenko@nauu.kiev.ua
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First prorector for the Affairs of separated subdivisions activity NULESU in AR of Crimea 
Melnikov Mykhailo Mykhailovych 
Candidate of Agricultural Sciences, professor, Honored Worker of Education of Ukraine, 
academician of Technological Sciences of Academy of Ukraine 
Теl.: (065) 222-72-67, 222-33-52 
  
 

 
College director 
Sochenko Viktor Mykolayovych 
Candidate of Economic Sciences, Associated Professor, Honored Woker of Education of 
Ukraine 
Теl.: (0652) 310-672 
Е-mail: aic-crimea@mail.ru 
  

 
Deputy Director for Academic Affairs 
Nerukh Nataliya Vasylivna 
Candidate of Pedagogical Sciences 
Теl.: (0652) 325-582 
Е-mail: aic-crimea@mail.ru 
  

mailto:aic-crimea@mail.ru
mailto:aic-crimea@mail.ru
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Deputy Director for educational work 
Kiko Svitlana Volodymyrivna 
Теl.: (0652) 325-582 
Е-mail: aic-crimea@mail.ru 
  

 
Deputy Director for training and production work 
Klyuchenko Valentyna Vasylivna 
Candidate of Agricultural Sciences 
Теl.: (0652) 325-531 
  

 
Deputy Director for administrative and economic work 
Asanov Murat Ebazerovych 
Теl.: (0652) 325-547 
 

 
Deputy Chief Accountant 
Turkova Tetyana Oleksandirvna 
Теl.: (0652) 325-581 

 

mailto:aic-crimea@mail.ru
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4. STRUCTURE OF SEPARATED SUBDIVISION NULESU «CRIMEAN 
AGROINDUSTRIAL COLLEGE» 

Crimean AgroindustrialCollege according to the Charter has II accreditation level and copies 
with the next tasks: 

- realization of educational activity which provides preparation of highly qualified specialists 
for agriculture and other branches of economics according to the need of labour market in 
different geographical zones of Ukraine; 
- providing of further improvement of higher agrarian, economic and informational education 
in Ukraine according to the demands of Bologna process; 
- organization and conductiong of scientifical research works, seminars and conferences of 
regional and international level; 
-  approaching of student educational institution to the place of their habitation; 
- unification of material and technical base with intellectual potential of Crimean 
Agroindustrial College, Southern Affiliate of «Crimean Agrotechnological University» 
NULESU and National University of Life and Environmental Sciences of Ukraine for more 
effective use of them; 
- organization and conductiong in close ties with the educational process of production, 
research and scientific activities; 
- introduction of scientific research works of college staff into agricultural and environmental 
branches by the cooperation with entities of different kinds; 
- monitoring, forecast and introduction of new areas of training and specializations for quality 
education of EQL«Junior specialist» and «Bachelor» into own educational process; 
- realization ofc ultural, educational, creative, art, sport and recreational activity;  
- upbringing of moral, psychological and physically healthy citizen generation in the mood of 
Ukrainian patriotism and respect to the Constitution of Ukraine; 
- providing of high ethic norms, atmosphere of benevolence and mutual respect in relations 
between workers, teachers and students; 

Structure of Separateds ubdivision «Cimean Agroindustrial College» includes the 
following structural units:  

- four departments: «Accounting and Audit», «Agrotechnologies and Plant Protection», 
«Production and processing of plant production», part-time;  

-  two faculties: Accounting and Audit, Plant Protection;  
- ten units: Library with reading room, dormitories, dining room, sports and recreational 

complex, Folk Museum, Information Centre, Accounting department, Personnel office, Law 
Department, archive; 

- six cycle commissions: general education disciplines, humanitarian and social 
disciplines, professional oriented, accounting, economical and special disciplines, Physical 
Training; Methodical Study, analytical group; Administrative Council; 

- 24 laboratories and 36 classrooms; 
- administrative and economic department; 
- education and production department: training and production areas of 103,5 

hectares, including 81,54 hectares of arable land, training orchard of 1,07 hectares, educational 
greenhouses, Mechanization Hall.  
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5. ORGANIZATION OF EDUCATIONAL PROCESS AT SEPARATED SUBDIVISION 
NULESU«CRIMEAN AGROINDUSTRIAL COLLEGE» 

Educational process at Separated subdivision NULESU «Crimean Agroindustrial 
College» is a system of organizational and didactic measures oriented on realization of 
educational content on a certain educational or qualification level according to the state demands 
to education and based on principles of science, humanism, democracy, sequence and continuous 
training, independence from intrusion of political, non-governmental and religious organizations. 
Educational process is realized with according the possibilities of modern informational 
technologies of education and oriented on formation of educated, harmonically developed 
individuality that is able to constant improvement of scientific knowledge professional mobility 
and quick adaptation to the changes and development in socio-cultural direction, techniques, 
technologies, management systems and labor organization in the conditions of market economy. 

Organization of educational process is provided by educational units within the College 
(departments, faculties, subject or cycle commissions etc.). University gives the opportunity to 
use educational rooms, libraries, educational, methodical and scientific literature, equipment and 
other means of education on the basis of Internal regulations. 

Educational process is provided in such forms: classes, performing of individual tasks, 
student self-education, practical training, tests. Student training is performed according to the 
educational process schedule on Credit Transfer System. 

 

5.1 European Credit Transfer System 
EuropeanCreditTransferSystem(ECTS) is a system established to provide common 

interstate procedure of measuring and comparison of student academic results and achievements 
among national and foreign educationalinstitutions. It is developed to provide youth mobility, 
simplifies understanding and comparison of educational programs and student achievements 
among national and foreign educational institutions. The system is established on assessment of 
all kinds of student work which are mentioned in the program.It was developed in 1989/1990 
academic year as a pilot 5-year project inside the international program Erasmus, which was 
joined by 145 European higher institutions. 

Basic elements of the system: 
• information package which contains information about the educational institution, 

departments, organization and structure of training, disciplines, conditions for self-
eduction, habitation, leisure time etc.; 

• mutual agreement between cooperation institutions and student in the form of 
application/ educational contract; 

• coordinators of ECTS from institutions and departments who provide administrative 
and academic aspects of ECTS and student consulting; 

• list of grades on disciplines which shows student academic achievements in a 
thorough andunderstandable way and can be easily transferred from one institution to 
another; 
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Сorrelation between national and ECTS grades 
and rating on the discipline 

National 
grade 

ECTS 
grade 

Definition of ECTS Rating on the 
discipline, balls 

Excellent А EXCELLENT – excellent solution of the task 
with a little number of mistakes 

(0,90 – 1,00)*Rdis 

Good В VERYGOOD – better than the average level 
with some mistakes 

(0,82 – 0,89)* Rdis 

С GOOD – right work in general with certain 
number of serious mistakes 

(0,74 – 0,81)* Rdis 

Satisfactory D SATISFACTORY – not bad but with a great 
number of mistakes 

(0,66 –0,73)* Rdis 

E ENOUGH – performance meets the minimal 
requirements 

(0,60 – 0,65)* Rdis 

Unsatisfactory FX UNSATISFACTORY – hard work is needed 
before the re-sit 

(0,35 – 0,59)* Rdis 

F UNSATISFACTORY – hard work is 
essential, the material of the course must be 
repeated  

(0,01 – 0,34)* Rdis 

 
 Credits ECTS, which are the number equivalents ofa grade (from 1 to 60) estimated to 

the parts of the course to characterize educational work that is essential for the completion. They 
depict the number of work that is essential for the full completion of academic year at the 
institution, for example lectures, seminars, practical work, consulting, practical training, self-
education (at the library or at home), examinations or other kinds of testing. In ECTS 60 credits 
means educational payload of the student per one academic year, and usually in means 30 credits 
per semester, 20 credits per trimester. Credits are measured in hours. 1 credit equals 30 hours. 

5.2 The main types of classes in college 
- lecture; 
- laboratory, practical, seminar, individualclass; 
- consulting. 

Lecture is the main type of the classes at the higher educational institution which is 
mentioned to present theoretical material. Usually lecture is an element of the lecturing course 
which includes theoretical material of one or some topics of educational discipline. Lectures are 
performed by lecturers – professors and associates (teachers) who are invited for lecturing. 
Lectures are held at specifically equipped rooms-auditoriums for one or more student academic 
groups. 

Laboratory class is a form of educational class during which the student himself within 
the teacher’s guidance performs natural or imitation experiments or trials to prove practically 
certain theoretical terms of this discipline, gains practical work skills with laboratory equipment, 
calculating machines, measuring equipment, methods of experimental research at certain 
discipline. Laboratory classes are held at specially equipped educational laboratories with the use 
of equipment adapted to the educational process (laboratory models, installations etc.). In some 
cases laboratory classes can be held at real professional environment (for example, at school, 
plant, scientific laboratories).  

Practical class is a form of education when a teacher organizes thorough examination of 
certain theoretical terms of discipline by the students and forms skills of its practical use by the 
individual performance of different tasks by the student. Practical classes are held at the 
classrooms or educational laboratories that are equipped with all necessary technical means of 
education, calculating machines. Practical class is heldwith the students of one academic group. 
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Procedure of practical class is based on previously prepared methodical material – tests for 
definition of theoretical literacy, sets of tasks of different difficulty for solving at the class. 

Seminar is a form of a class when teacher organizes debates on previously studies topics 
for which students prepare thesis on the basis of individual tasks (reports). Seminars are held at 
the classrooms with one academic group. At every seminar teacher grades reports made by 
students, their speeches, activity during debates, skills to formulate and defend their thoughts. 

Individual class is held with certain students to improve their preparation and develop 
individual creative skills. Individual classes are organized on a special schedule taking into the 
account the individual student educational plan and can include a part or the whole course of one 
or some disciplines, in certain cases – the whole course for an educational or qualification level.  

Consulting is a form of class when student is given teacher’s answers for certain questions 
or explanation of theoretical terms or aspects of their practical use.Consulting can be individual 
or group one which depends on whether the teacher consults the students on individual tasks or 
theoretical terms of the discipline. Individual tasks on the disciplines (reports, calculating, 
graphical, course papers, diplomas etc.) are presented to the students in appropriate time. 
Individual tasks are performed by the student himself in coordination with the teacher. There can 
be cases of group work on the tasks.  

Course projects (works) are performed to fix, deepen and generalize knowledge which 
were gained during the studying and their practical implementation for the complex solving of 
certain professional task. Topics of course projects must correspond with the goals of the 
discipline and be correlated with practical needs of the certain profession. 

Master works are performed at the final stage of education at the university and must 
include: 
- systematization, fixation and improvement of theoretical and practical knowledge in specialty 
and their implementation for solving of certain scientific, technical, economical, production and 
other tasks; 
- development of self-education skills and mastering the methods of research and experiment 
connected with the topic of the work. 

Self-education of the student is a main mean of mastering the discipline at extracurricular 
time. 

5.3 Call Schedule: 
 
1 pair- 8:30-9:50 
2 pair - 10:00-11:20 
3 pair - 12:20-13:40 
4 pair - 13:50-15:10 
5 pair - 15:20-16:40 
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6. PHYSICAL AND CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT 
The main aim of the education at Crimean Agroindustrial College NULESU is upbringing of 

harmonically developed, intellectual individuality, highly qualified compatible specialists. At 
educational work main attention is paid to the formation of citizen conscience, professional and 
social competence, democratic and law prospect, art and aesthetic education, development of 
creative skills physical perfection, labor, ecological and moral culture. 

To realize this aim at Crimean Agroindustrial College NULESU Conception of educational 
work was established and comprehensive plan of educational work is formed every year. 

The issues of educational work are a concern of all the college staff and effective job is done 
on acquiring young generation of social experience, cultural and spiritual heritage of the 
Ukrainian people, to achieve high cultural relations. 

The college established educational centers: Museum of the institution, exhibition of teachers 
and students’ works, ethnographic exposition, clubs, press center, student council and student 
government, trade union, Student Research Center, University Student Health, "School Leaders" 
and "School success",monitors’ council. 

Educative work is governed by the commission of social and humanitarian sciences, general 
sciences, cyclic commission on physical education, student government, council of departments 
and dormitories, Art board, methodical association of curators, Council of prevention of deviant 
behavior. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Administrative council Pedagogical council Director 

Deputy Director on educational work 

Methodical association of 
curators 

Art board History Museum 

educational centers 

 
Student 

individuality 

Student organization departments 

curators 

Commission of socio-
humanitarian disciplines 
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educational disciplines 
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Education 

Scientific Methodical 
commission 

Student government 
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Student trade 
union 

Dormito
ry 

council 

Group 
leaders 

Departm
ent trade 

union 

Trade 
organiza
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Student Scientific 

Center 

Information and publishing 
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Deputy Director for  educational work –  
Kiko Svitlana Volodymyrivna 
Contacts:tel. (0652) 325-582 
Adress: 97517, Simferopolregion, v.Malenke, 
ShkilnaStr., educational building №1, room 5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
6.1. Amateur groups, clubs, sections 

The college has the necessary conditions for recreation and leisure of students. Students 
develop their creativity and talent in clubs and art clubs, subject and amateur circles. 

Art Board directs the work of amateur clubs, art groups and art clubs: "Harmony," " Red 
Cranberry," "The Magic Violin”, “Densline”, “Bestboys”, “Vivat". In the commissionsof social 
and humanitariandisciplines and general educational disciplines are clubs, historic and local 
history groups, literary rooms. 

Full number of students, faculty, college staff who participate in the amateur art clubsis more 
than 100 people. Among the good traditions that were developed in college, the main task of the 
creative team must be mentionedto create a festive and positive atmosphere in college and 
beyond, the aesthetic education of youth, the formation of artistic taste, the development of skills 
and involve students in creative and meaningful leisure. The structure of the group consists of 
amateur choral, vocal and dance group, whose repertoire is rich and varied: national, academic, 
modern songs and dances, "Crimean halo", STEM. 

Holiday celebrations and concerts, theatrical performances and shows, parties, Weeks of 
departments and cycle commissions, public meetings of subject groups are popular among 
students, faculty, staff, traditional. 

Amateur groups and its active participants are laureates, diploma and prize winners of 
international, national, republic festivals and competitions "Holosiiv spring", "Sofia 
stars”,”Crimea is the pearl of Ukraine", "Golden Prague" and so on. 
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History and local history group «Paths of native land" 

 
Director - Senior teacherof commission of social and 
humanitarian disciplines, teacher of the highest 
category, teacher-methodologist, Excellence in 
Education of Ukraine Tarakanova Iryna 
Oleksandrivna 

 
 
 

 
History and local history group «Paths ofnative land" allows to combine and use different 

forms of extracurricular work, enabling to organize systematic studies on a particular program 
and constant composition. 

 
 
 

Literary room 
 
 

 
Director – teacher of the highest category of commission 
of general educational disciplines, Excellence in 
Education of Ukaine Slavgorodska Nadiya Dmytrivna 

 
 
 
 
Throughout its existence, the members of Literary room represented prominent figures 

of of Ukrainian and world literature 
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Shows «МіssCollege», «Мr.College», «Beauty of College»,  

«Miss and Mister of Dormitory» 

 
 

Director – teacher-organizer Maltseva Viktoriya 
Vladyslavna 
 
Beauty Contests are held for the purpose of aesthetic 
education of youth, the formation of artistic taste, identify 
talented young people and to create conditions for the 
realization of creative potential, attracting students to 
participate in cultural events, the formation and 

development of the creative abilities of students perform dynamic semantic leisure. 
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Creative exhibition «Flowers compositions» 
 
Director – teacher of I category of commission of 
professional oriented disciplines Syvakova Natalya 
Sergiyivna. 

 
The creative team of the exhibition includes 

representatives from educational groups of college. 
Twice a year team members organize the original 
exhibition of floral arrangements from plants that 
grow themselves. 

 
Club "Gospodarochka" is based at the dormitory where the 

girls live. The knowledge and skills in housekeeping, broadening 
and deepening knowledge of nutrition, development of 
educational level should help students in their everyday lives and 
future careers. 

 
 
 
 

 

6.2. College folk Museum 
The museum is pride of an institution. Introduction to College begins with the study of its 

history - the first lesson for new students takes place in museum. Museum of the institution is 
included in the list of museums, recommended for tourists and guests of the Crimea. The 
museum was founded to the 150th anniversary of the institution in 1978. 

On October 1, 1987 the museum was awarded the title of "Folk Museum", every year it is 
visited by 2-3 thousand of people - applicants, students, visitors and foreign delegations. 

The museum gradually reveals the history of formation and development of the Crimean 
Agroindustrial CollegeNULESU. The museum has three rooms: the first - dedicated to the 
history of the college - its founders, graduates, international relations, cultural and sporting life 
of the students, the present, the second room is the exhibition of teachers and students’ art, which 
presents ethnographic exposition and the third - a hall " Patriot, "which tells the story of college 
graduates - veterans of the Great Patriotic War. 

Museum won the first place in the competition among universities of I-II accreditation 
levels "Best museum of the institution - 2007." By the Decision of the Supreme Council of the 
Autonomous Republic of Crimea from April 1, 2008 number 821 - 5/07 for 'Use of the material 
of Folk Museum of Crimean Agroindustrial College of NAU in the educational process, "the 
group of teachers was awarded with the reward of the ARC. In the II Republican contest in 
southern Ukraine among museums in the Crimea in 2010, the College Museum won the "Best 
Museum, acting on a voluntary basis." 

While walking through the quiet halls of the museum you understand the truth of the 
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famous classic statement that the people who do not remember their past, have no future. The 
team is confident of the future and carefully preserves the memory of the past. 

 

     
 

College Museum has several features: the main one is that it is not only the cultural and 
educational institution, but also provides students with the knowledge, it is an equal and active 
part of the educational process, proper training, which reinforces the emotional, effectively 
complementscontent and cognitive-historical material. Accumulated funds allow you to use a 
system of "Museum - educational process" that allows joint activities of the museum and 
teaching staff college. Museum materials are widely used in the classroom, for example, "The 
development of farming in the Crimea," "History of Horticulture in Crimea", "The history of 
wine in the Crimea", "Outstanding tenants - graduates", "Family dynasty in school", " Friendly 
contacts with the youth of other countries "," Classification of wine "," Partisan movement 
during World War II "and so on. 

Thus, the museum becomes a warehouse of "visual aids" that not only deepen and extend 
students' knowledge, but also contribute to increased emotional coloring sessions, making the 
perception  stronger and deeper. 

Museum tours are well known form of work ("Green jewel on blue background" 
(dedicated to the 200th anniversary of the Nikitsky Botanical Garden), thematic educational 
classes ("Hymn of grapes"), competitions ("Do you know the history of the institution?"). A 
traditional meeting of graduates is an interesting form of the museum work. 

A wide variety of forms of the museum is presented on patriotic education. It is a search 
work associated with the history of the institution of the Great Patriotic War, which is traditional 
for groups "Search" and "Patriot". Innovative circle work is a work of group "Paths of native 
land," one of the most important tasks is to collect local lore materials for further use in the 
educational process. 

Museum of the institution, as experience shows, has become a mainstay in the 
preparation of qualified specialists and in general promotes the humanization of education, 
socialization, education of the citizen of Ukraine. 

 
Museum Director – Tarakanova Iryna Oleksandrivna 

Теl. (0652) 325-549 
Address: 97517, Simferopol region, v.Malenke, Studentska Str. 1, build. № 1 
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6.3. Sports sections 
 

Sports Base of Separated subdivision NULESU "Crimean Agroindustrial College" built in 
1982, meets the modern requirements of physical education classes: 

- 648 sq.m.gym with fitness area; 
- 9800 sq.m.stadium with a synthetic surface "Olympic", treadmills 350 m; 
- Gymnastic floor 80 sq.m.; 
- Chess club; 
- Sports rooms in dormitories. 
In college there are 8 sports sections in the following sports: 
- Rhythmic gymnastics 
- Mini Soccer 
- Athletics 
- Athletic gymnastics 
- Basketball 
- Volleyball (women) 
- Volleyball (men) 
- Table tennis 
College Sports base is adjacent to parks, shelterbelts and pond - a great place for cross 

running, orienteering, hiking. 
The work is conducted by cycle commission in the amount of 5 teachers of Physical 

Education. 
 
Information about the activity 
Classes are held twice a week in 

school hours in the gym and sports dorm 
rooms. Members of sections are active 
participants in all cultural and sports 
events. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Director of rhythmic gymnastics section – Orlova 

Lidiya Mykolayivna 
Contacts: tel. (0652) 325-549 

Position – teacher of Physical Education, Head of the 
commission of Physical Education 

Teacher title – teacher-methodologist 
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Director of mini soccer section – Gryshenkov 
Oleksandr Veniaminovych 

Contacts: tel. (0652) 325-549 
Position – teacher of Physical Education 
Teacher title – teacher of the highest category, 

Candidate of Sports 
 
Director of athletics section – Limarenko 

Volodymyr Vasylyovych 
Contacts: tel. (0652) 325-549 
Position – teacher of 1 category 

 
Director of basketball section – Baranov Fedir 

Valentynovych 
Contacts: tel. (0652) 325-549 
Position – teacher of 1 category 

 
 
 

 
Director of volleyball and table tennis 

sections – Ryzhov Sergiy 
Oleksandrovych 

Contacts: tel. (0652) 325-549 
Position – teacher 
Teachertitle – Master of Sports, 

international coach 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
College Athletes are Republican student winners of numerous sports competitions among 

universities of I-II accreditation levels of the Ministry of Agrarian Policy of Ukraine' on 
volleyball (women), mini-football, athletics. 
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Winners of Republican Student Sports Day among universities of I-II accreditation levels 
of the Ministry of Education ARC on volleyball, mini-football, basketball. 

Sports clubs are held in the sports hall of college, stadium, sports ground, dorm rooms. 
The tradition of College arefall and spring sports, Care Day, Athlete Day, morning 

exercises. 
To deliberate addictive education and a healthy lifestyle in college the program "Peer", 

"Isthmus" is working, which hold workshops, training, situational learning, business games, 
annotated reading. 

Educators of dormitories, teacher-organizer, social pedagogue lead purposeful work with 
students to prevent associative phenomena, design wall newspapers, sporting events. In the 
councils of dormitories mass sports committee is created, coordinating the organization of sports 
activities in the dormitories. 

 
 
 

7.NON-GOVERNMANTAL ORGANIZATIONS OF SEPARATED 
SUBDIVISION NULESU «CRIMEAN AGRICULTURAL  AND 

INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE» 

7.1. College Student Organization 
Address: 97517. Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Simferopol region, v.Malenke, 

Studentska Str., 2, build. 2. 
Теl. (0652) 325-618 
Е-mail:aic-crimea@mail.ru 

 
Head of Student Government – Onufriyeva Yuliya 

Student Organization of the Crimean Agroindustrial CollegeNULESU was founded in 2005 
on the recommendation of the student organization of the National University of Life and 
Environmental Sciences of Ukraine. Over the period our student organization gained 
considerable credibility among students and college staff, was able to form a certain tradition of 
social work. 

Main areas of work: 
- Training and educational 
- Sports and cultural 
- Information and promotion of healthy lifestyles, development of intellectual abilities. 
College Student government operates on three levels: local (academic groups, dormitories), 

departments and general for college. The supreme body of the student government isConference. 
The main content of the student government is projects "Sport and Health", "Culture and 
Creativity", "Public benefit", "Science". Initiated and organizers of activities under the above 
project are the students combined in creative interest groups. 

Traditionally, measures related to the significant, festive and memorable dates "Day of 
Education", "Day of the Agriculture", "Student’s Day", "8th of March ", "Victory Day". With 
special warmth show programs: "Miss and Mister college", "Culinary duel", "Musicals", 
"Gospodarochka"are held. 

Student Research Center provides an opportunity for each student to enhance teaching and 
learning work, develop intelligence, to be informed in both agriculture and in other sectors of 
economy of the country, getting pre-socialization of professional training and actively preparing 
for future trade. Annual events include: "The best college student of the year ", "Best Student 
NULESU", "Smartest", "Student substantive competition" and so on. 

mailto:aic-crimea@mail.ru
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Representatives of the Council are members of the Educational council, Administrative 
council, Board of crime prevention, cycle commissions. Members of the Student Research 
Center are members of the scientific and technical council. 

The college established a student University of Health that promotes a healthy lifestyle by 
implementing programs "Peer", "Isthmus" and so on. 

Student Government is working closely with the student government organization of NULES 
ofUkraine, Student Council at Ministry of Youth Education and Sport of the Autonomous 
Republic of Crimea, the university student council of I-II accreditation levels of MAP and Food 
of Ukraine, student government councils of universities of I-II accreditation levels of the Crimea. 
This cooperation enables the exchange of experience, enriching cultural relations, learning and 
interpenetration of tradition and heritage, joint cultural and educational activities. 

Participation of students in the work of the student government provides an opportunity for 
self-improvement, self-development, self-realization. 
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Commissions Activities of Student Government 
 
Educational Commission 
Head of the Commission – Pastukhova Viktoriya 
- monitors the progress of students and regularly brings to the discussion of the Council; 
- makes proposals to stimulate progress; 
- identifies and supports talented, gifted students; 
- hears personal cases of students who have comments on the compliance of the discipline; 
- assists the educational sector groups in the documentation; 
- helps in conducting quizzes, student conferences, contest "Student of the Year"; 
- provides information to the newspaper "Student Journal". 

 
 
Sports, Recreational and Cultural 

Commission 
Head of the Commission – Abduramanova 

Mavile 
- assists in organizing and conducting of 

sports, recreational and cultural work in college; 
- works to promote healthy lifestyles and 

assists in organizing and conducting meetings 
with professionals: doctors, psychologists, 
lawyers, members of the Republican center for 
social protection; 

- monitors catering in student dining and 
college buffets; 

- assists in the organization of amateur; 
- assists in the improvement of students; 
- promotes meaningful leisure time of students; 
- initiates the organization of excursions to museums of Simferopol, meetings with artists, 

visits to the theater; 
- conducts vocational work in advertising, college campaign in schools of Crimea and other 

regions of Ukraine; 
- initiates and organizes competitions to memorable dates, festivals, exhibitions; 
- organizes sports, recreation and cultural events. 
 
Press 
Head of the Press – Pivnyk Iryna 
Press Center is part of the College Student Organization that is diected to the activities aimed 
at: 
- information line (page on the college website, boards in academic buildings and 

dormitories); 
- providing information space of the student organization, students, clubs, societies, 

sports, health, cultural events; 
- a media direction (the newspaper "Voice of college", "Proceedings of the college", 

"Student Journal", etc.). 
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7.2. Student Research Center 

 
Head of the Student Research Center – Kosenkova Yelizaveta 

Address: 97517. Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Simferopol region, v.Malenke, Studentska 
Str., 2, build. 2. 
Теl. (0652) 325-618 
Е-mail:aic-crimea@mail.ru 

 
In 2009, according to the decision of the conference and order of the director student 

organization was organized Student Research Center (SRC) were established, which was the 
union of students who are actively involved in teaching and organizational, teaching and 
learning, research, search, scientific work. 

In September 2011, the Regulations on Student Research Center of Crimean 
Agroindustrial CollegeNULESU were approved. 

The main purpose of the SRC is fully improve the quality of training, maintenance and 
development of the creative potential of students, academic motivation, search and research, 
development of intellectual abilities of students. 

The structure is SRC includes 
club "Intellectual", Student Scientific 
Society, student research department. 
Each structure performs its functions, 
tasks and responsibilities that 
correspond to key areas of the SRC and 
work closely with departments, cycle 
commissions, library, information and 
publishing center. Scientific advisory 
board of college coordinates the work of 
SRC. 

 
 
 
 

mailto:aic-crimea@mail.ru
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Structure of Student Research Center 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The main objectives of the club "Intellectual": 
- construction of the intellectual contests; 
- developmentof tasks for competitions; 
- summarizing; 
- making proposals for moral and material incentives for participants; 
The main task of the Scientific Society of SRC are: 
- organization, involvement and participation of students in the subject competitions, 

conferences, and seminars at the college and other educational establishments, research 
institutions; 

- cooperation with other institutions at I-II accreditation levelof the ARC, NULES of 
Ukraine, Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports of the ARC, Ukraine. 
 

Science Department organizes the work of students in academic centers, subject groups, 
leading scientific information and publishing activities, organizes and leads (with cycle 
commission) scintific, search and research work, covers the activities of SRC in the media, the 
Internet, promotes the achievement of students, raise the prestige of the youth movement in 
science. 

Organization of the SRC enables every student of college at various levels to intensify 
their training and cognitive work to develop their intellect, to be informed in both agriculture and 
in other sectors of economy of the country, getting pre-socialization of professional training and 
actively preparing for future trade. 

The structure of SRC includes students of such departments as "Accounting and audit", 
"Agrotechnologies and Plant Protection", "Production and processing of crop products." 

SRC Department “Student  ScientificSociety”organizes a number of intelligent measures 
every year: 

Student Research Center 

Council of Student government Scientific advisory board 

club «Intellectual» Scientific Society Scinetific department 

Course works, 
diplomas 

Search 
work 

Intelligence 
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- studying of civic attitudes of students and the impact of NGOs on their formation; 
- "Student of the Year", “Toyou, Ukraine, our knowledge and talents ""; 
- "The best student of the year of NULES ofUkraine"; 
- student subject competitions; 
- competition "Smartest" (college dorm, freshmen); 
- competition-crossword "Do you know the history of college?" (freshmen); 
- scientific conferences; 
- publications in scientific journals and more. 

SRC cooperates with scientific and methodological Council of college. Following activities 
are conducted in cooperattion: 

- preparation and defense course and diploma works; 
- participation in research work; 
- taking part in the search work at the museum and more. 

 

    
 
 

7.3. Student union organization 
 

Head of the Student union organization – Maltseva Viktoriya Vladyslavna 
Address: 97517. Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Simferopol region, v.Malenke, Studentska 
Str., 2, build. 2. 
Теl. (0652) 325-618 
Е-mail:aic-crimea@mail.ru 

 
Student union organization of Separated subdivision NULESU "Crimean Agroindustrial 

College" is a public organization of students whose purpose is to represent, protect and 
implement educational, social and economic rights and interests of students. 

Union organization work is carried out in following major areas: social, legal, cultural, 
organizational, informational and work in dormitories. 

Student union organization representatives are active participants in the educational 
process. 

Student union organization takes part in Donor’s Day, annual review of students by 
narrow specialists, physicians, formation of care passports, rehabilitation students. It assists in 
equipping of medical facilities. 

The issue of food is one of the hot topics for every generation of students. The college 
has student dining and buffets. Monitoring of student housing and dining area provides home 
student union committee: inquiries about studying catering, menus monitoring, proposes diet. 

mailto:aic-crimea@mail.ru
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Crimean Agroindustrial College has on its balance sheet 6 student dormitories. All 
nonresident students live in the dormitories. 

Particular attention is paid to the creation of living conditions for students. Students try at 
to arrange their rooms and sections homelike, student union assists with aesthetic arrangement of 
rooms. Together with the student council a competition for the best room in the dormitory is 
organized and held. 

The college has been successfully running "Movie Club", organized by a group of 
students in support of student and union organizations. 

Student union organization traditionally helps departments and college in the conduct and 
organization of various events: conferences, annual open days, "Job Fair", Freshman Day and 
other events. 

Commission activities of Student union organization 
Educational and production Commission 

Head of the commission  – Belukha Anastasiya 
The Commission monitors the progress of students and regularly brings to the discussion 

of the Council, proposes to stimulate progress, organize control over the educational process, 
conducted a raid on self-test in dormitories, assists teachers and cycle commissions in the Weeks 
ofdisciplines, cycle commissions, departments, assists to conduct the contest "Best in 
Profession". 

Sports and cultural Commission 
Head of the commission  –- Settarova Niyara 

The Commission contributes to the organization and conduct of sports, media and cultural 
work, assists in conducting competitions in various sports, in the organization of CareDay; 
organizes morning exercises and activities in sports clubs, works to promote healthy lifestyle and 
assists in organizing and conducting meetings with professionals: doctors, psychologists, 
lawyers, members of the National Center of Social Protection, provides information to the 
newspaper "Student Bulletin" on the sporting achievements of college students, makes 
suggestions to improve sport work of the College, provides assistance in the organization of 
amateur work, promotes meaningful leisure of students, incooperation with Artistic Director 
organizes and conducts cultural events, competitions, initiate organizing excursions to museums 
of Simferopol, meetings with artists, visits to the theater, conducts vocational work in advertising 
college campaign in schools ofthe Crimea and other regions of Ukraine, initiates and organizes 
intellectual contests, contests to memorable dates, festivals. 

Legal Commission 
Head of the commission– Dyachenko Violetta 

The Commission works on collecting and disseminating of information on the rights and 
responsibilities of students, protects the rights and interests of students, provides social 
protection through financial assistance to students, improves living conditions in the dormitories, 
deals with material and moral support to the students to important dates, patricipates in the 
scholarship fund, monitors the implementation of internal regulations in the dorms, works with 
the guidance and communication with graduates and organizes and charity events. 

Housing and household Commission 
Head of the commission – Zvorska Yana 

The Commission controls the sanitary condition of classrooms and dorm rooms, 
organizing students reduced price meals in the dining room and college buffets, 
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considersimprovement of the nutritional status of academic groups and make proposals, conducts 
contests of wall newspapers: "For a healthy lifestyle", conducts raids-check in dormitories, 
monitors training rooms in dormitoriess for the winter, organizes and controls watch shifts at the 
educational buildings and campus, takes part in the competition for "Best room", "Best 
dormitory" etc., provides information to the newspaper "Student bulletin "on the results of 
contests and produces sanitary newsletter. 

 
 

8. CAMPUS OF SEPARATED SUBDIVISION NULESU «CRIMEAN 
AGROINDUSTRIAL COLLEGE» 

Address:97517. Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Simferopol region, v.Malenke, Studentska 
Str., 6-13 
Теl.: (0652) 325-586, (0652) 325-587, (0652) 325-636 

 
The college campus has a complex of necessary cultural and welfare facilities. Students, 

faculty, college staff are provided with reduced price meals in the canteen, medical and 
commercial and public services, academic buildings, dormitories, gymnasium, stadium, library, 
reading room, video club, Internet lab are at their disposal. 

 
 

8.1. College dormitories 
The college has six dormitories, one of which is of a hotel type, one is for external students 

and four dormitories are for full-time students. All nonresident students live in the campus. 
Each dormitory has a comprehensive environment for learning and recreation. The 

studentscan use lounges, living rooms, rooms for classes, a branch of the library and reading 
room, rooms for clubs, sports room, closet, pantry. 

To organize the educational process, maintain discipline and order in dormitories each one 
has a esponsible Head of the department. All dormitories are provided with appropriate staff. 

 
 
Dormitory commandants:  
№ 1, №3, №7 – Gavrylyuk Svitlana Oleksandrivna 
Теl. (0652) 325-587 
№2, №5, №6 – Tkach Tetyana Andriyivna 
Теl. (0652) 325-586 
Dormitory educators:  
Sanzharovych Tetyana Mykolayivna,tеl. (0652) 325-586 
Grybkova Antonina Volodymyrivnatеl. (0652) 325-587 
In dormitories Dormitory Council wasestablished that coordinate the organization of dorm 

residents, interventions to improve living and sanitary living conditions, compliance with 
internal regulations in dormitories of educational and cultural work, promoting healthy lifestyles, 
prevention of deviant behavior. 
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Management of Councilis on the Head of the Dormitory Council. Head of the Dormitory 
Council is responsible for: 

- organization of the Dormitory Council activity; 
- organization of competitions for the transformation of dormitory high culture and 

exemplary public order; 
- monitoring the implementation of all the residents of the dormitory internal regulations; 
- organization of daily duty; 
- construction of the days of purity for the  area adjacent to the dormitory; 
- monitoring compliance by all residents of fire safety rules, technical safety; 
- monitoring the adherence of energy and water savings; 
- organizing and holding of cultural events, sports and recreation activities; 
- Dormitory Council meetings at least twice a month; 
- reporting on progress to students residing in the dormitory, at least once per semester; 
- organizing and conducting of activities for the conservation of the property. 
Dormitory Councilis the structural unit of the Student government Council. 
Internal regulations of college student dormitory 
Terms: 
1. A student who lives in thedormitory,is obliged to present a passport and giveto the 

commandant order for the right to occupy a place in a dormitory. Student must pass safety 
training in the operation of electrical appliances and know the house rules and learn from 
established procedures using personal appliances, as well as the order of departure from the 
dormitory. Coaching is held by thecommandant. 

  2. Documents for registration of those who dwell in the dormitory are provided by the head 
of the department in the manner prescribed by normative legal documents. Payment of 
registration is held by the students. 

3. Students living in the dorm, can be temporarily relocated if necessary to the other dorm 
rooms or any other dormitory without deteriorating living conditions. 

Rights and obligations 
1. Students have the right: 
- to use the premises of educational, cultural and community purpose, dormitory facilities 

and assets; 
- require repair or replacement of equipment, furniture and other dormitoryproperty in time, 

and troubleshooting in residential provision; 
- to elect the Dormitory Council and be elected to its membership; 
- participate through Student Council in matters related to the improvement of living 

conditions, organization of educational work and leisure, design living rooms and dorm rooms, 
the work of staff; 

- to make complaints to the management of the institution on the work of staff and the living 
conditions that do not meet the requirements of the dormitory and standards of equipment and 
maintenance of the hostel. 

2. Students are obliged: 
 - to know and strictly follow internal regulations and routine in the dormitory; 
- observe cleanliness and order in living rooms, public places and participate in all kinds of 

work related to daily cleaning of living rooms and sections; 
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- take care of the public property - buildings, equipment, dormitory property, economical use 
of energy and water; 

- make in time payment of a stipulated amount for the use of dormitoryl for all additional 
paid services they personally use; 

- when leaving the room turn off the lights, close windows and doors, take the key to the 
room next to the watchman; 

- provide in time request for repair of electrical, plumbing equipment and furniture; 
- reimburse caused material damage in accordance with applicable law; 
- immediately notify the commandant, teacher, Student Council, student union organization 

about all emergency cases in the dormitory; 
- comply with the safety rules of fire safety when using electrical appliances, install without 

permission from additional appliances; 
- when leaving the dormitory for a long time in written form notify the commandant, teacher 

(indicate address where retired), obtained property and room key pass to the commandant, and 
personal items for storage; 

- after graduation or upon early deprivation of the right to reside in the dormitory to leave it 
within two weeks; 

 - for temporary departure from the dormitory to prevent the head of department, curator 
(notice the address where leaves). 

3. Tenantsof a dorm are prohibited: 
- to move willfully from one room to another; 
- to adapt and move equipment and furniture from one room to another or make the working 

rooms; 
- to wash clothes, clean clothes and shoes in the living room; 
- to glue or nail on the wall and cabinets ads, photos, drawings, etc.; 
- to repair electrical appliances included in living rooms; 
- arbitrarily change the door lock; 
- to leave the party after 22.30. and at night; 
- to bring and drink alcohol, smoke in the living room, work rooms and common areas, come 

to the dorm drunk; 
- to create a buzz, and turn on radio and television loudly; 
- to keep pets. 
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9. SOCIAL SUPPORT AND RECOVERY OF STUDENTS OF SEPARATED 
SUBDIVISION NULESU «CRIMEAN AGROINDUSTRIAL COLLEGE» 

The college has the social center of student support, which includes: a lawyer, a social 
pedagogue, head of the student union organization, members of legal, housing and household, 
sports and recreation commissions of student organization. 

The main objectives of the center of social support for students are: 
- accounting, organization and monitoring of financial support appropriate types of orphans 

and children deprived of parental care and social grants to other categories of students according 
to the legislation of Ukraine; 

- formation of the draft order and materials for admission to full public support students from 
orphans and children deprived of parental care, as well as providing them with appropriate 
assistance for free accommodation in student dormitories, food, purchasing textbooks, clothes, 
shoes and soft equipment, providing annual financial support and assistance in finding 
employment after graduation; 

- monitoring of reduced price meals in student canteens, college buffets; 
- creation of the necessary conditions for recovery and rest of students; 
- provision of medical centers and medical rooms; 
- management of the store pharmacies; 
- annual medical examinations of students and the organization of medical groups; 
- assistance in organizing retreats for students outside the college on the related recreation 

(labor camps in Eupatoriya, Feodosiya in the Crimea, sport and health promotion "Student 
republic" based on SS NULES of Ukraine "Prybrezhnenskiy Agricultural College"); 

- organization of student clubs, hiking in Crimea. 
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10. DINING FACILITIES OF SEPARATED SUBDIVISION NULESU 
«CRIMEAN AGROINDUSTRIAL COLLEGE» 

The structure of dining facilities of SS NULES of Ukraine "Crimean Agroindustrial College" 
includes dining room, buffets, pastry shop. 

Student dining room, designed for 250 seats, provides preferential nutrition of students, 
faculty, college staff. Buffets work in the canteen, college buildings, as well in dormitories if 
necessary. Confectionery shop provides its own various pastries, baked goods. One of the 
activities is to provide quality food for students, college staff. 

Student government and student union organization work with the student dining area, 
conduct outreach for the organization of nutrition among students, monitoring of menu,watch 
shifts of students, providing individual orders. 

On the basis of the dining room at the initiative of the student government, student union 
organization, student dormitories councils educational eventsare held: "Cossacks will never die" 
culinary duels, competition “Gospodarochka”, birthdays, holiday discos and more. 
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11. INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES OF SEPARATED SUBDIVISION NULESU 
«CRIMEAN AGROINDUSTRIAL COLLEGE» 

 
Coordinator of International activities is Deputy Director for training and production 

work, Candidate of Agricultural Sciences Valentyna Vasylivna Klyuchenko 
Studentska Str., v.Malenke, Simferopol region, AR Crimea, 97517 
tel. (0652) 325-531 
Е-mail: aic-crimea@mail.ru 
 

International activities in college started in 1970 in the following areas: organization 
of international conferences at the college, participation in international conferences of 
teachers, partnerships with relevant universities. 

During this period, teachers and students to share experiences, participate in joint 
practical activities of agricultural establishments, visited Hungary, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, 
Canada, United States of America. At a college there were five international projects 
organized by the Association of Farmers of ARC: 

- Agricultural Marketing in Ukraine (with the assistance of USAID, USA); 
- Advanced storage technology of agricultural products (with the assistance of USAID, 

USA); 
- Technologies of packaging products (Petryzalek, Switzerland) 
- Workshop on using business model farming (Informica, USA). 

Since 2006, the trial practice of students began in agricultural school Fachhochschule, 
(Soyest, Germany). 

Since 2008, in cooperation with the Revenue-Vegetable Union of Baden-Vurtenberg 
(LVEO), organization "AgrarKontakt Internationale" (AKI) college students undergo practical 
training in farming in Germany. 

Today the school cooperates with the Chisinau National College of viticulture and 
winemaking (Moldova), the Association of German farmers "AgrarKontakt Internationale", 
Praskoveysk Agricultural College (Russia), Higher College of Agrobusiness and Regional 
Development of Institute of Agriculture and Seed “Samples chiflik” (Bulgaria, Ruse), Central 
Institute of surveillance and control in agriculture (Czech Republic, Brno). 

Teachers and students of educational institution are involved in international projects: 
- RITA / STP-Study Tours to Poland «The principles of good governance and support 

activities for European integration in the Crimea"; 
- BRITISH COUNCIL «School of healthy lifestyle"; 
- German-Swiss project FIBL «Organic Farming in Ukraine." 

 

    

mailto:aic-crimea@mail.ru
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12. LIBRARY OF SEPARATED SUBDIVISION NULESU «CRIMEAN 
AGROINDUSTRIAL COLLEGE» 

 
PodshivalovaT.V. is the Head of the Library    
tel.: 325-618  
  
Library of SS NULES of Ukraine "Crimean Agroindustrial College" provides library and 

information service of users to ensure all areas of the educational process of the college, program 
and extracurricular requirements, scientific, technical, research and independent work. Library 
Readers Service with educational and reference books is one of the most important tasks of the 
college library. 

The area occupied by the college library is 240 m2. Library Fund is universal, consists of 
about 54 000 copies (of which 44 000 arebooks and 10 000 are magazines). Each year the library 
subscribes about 36 titles of magazines and about 10 different newspapers. The Fund is 
completed with educational literature from all areas and specialties. 

Library service is provided on subscription (academic and fiction) and reading room. 
Number of subscribers registered on all points of service is 2,490 people. The total number of 
visits to the libraryis 49220 people. 

Total number of the given periodicals is 61,639 copies per year. 
For the purpose of self-training, students have access to the internal LAN (electronic 

database in the specialty), the Internet. Electronic Reading Room provides full access of students 
and teachers to the database. 

College Library works with the software "IRBIS". Analitical description of the articles is 
adjusted by which reference and information services to readers are organized based on 
electronic catalogs. 

 

    
 


